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Abstract—This paper discusses the recommender models and
methods for crowdsourcing platforms. These models are based
on modern methods of data analysis of object-attribute data,
such as Formal Concept Analysis and biclustering. In particular,
the paper is focused on the solution of two tasks – idea and
antagonists recommendation – on the example of crowdsourcing
platform Witology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The success of modern collaborative technologies is
marked by the appearance of many novel platforms for
distributed brainstorming or carrying out so called “public
examination”. There are a lot of such crowdsourcing compa-
nies in the USA (Spigit [1], BrightIdea [2], InnoCentive [3]
etc.) and Europe (Imaginatik [4]). There is also the Kaggle
platform [5] which is the most beneficial for data practi-
tioners and companies that want to select the best solutions
for their data mining problems. In 2011 Russian companies
launched business in that area as well. Witology [6] and
Wikivote [7] are the two most representative examples of
such Russian companies. Several all-Russian projects have
already been finished successfully (for example, Sberbank-
21, National Entrepreneurial Initiative-2012 [8] etc.). Socio-
semantic networks constitute the core of such crowdsourcing
systems [9], [10], [11], [12]. New approaches are needed to
analyze data which underlies these networks. This paper is
devoted to the new methodological base for the analysis of
data generated by collaborative systems, which uses modern
data mining and artificial intelligence models and methods.
As a rule, while participating in a project, users of such
crowdsourcing platforms discuss and solve one common prob-
lem, propose their ideas and evaluate ideas of each other as
experts [13]. As a result of this process we can get a reliable
ranking of ideas and users who generated them. Special means
are needed in order to develop a deeper understanding of
users’s behavior, adequate ranking criteria and to perform
complex dynamic and statistic analyses. Traditional methods

of clustering, community detection and text mining should be
adapted or even fully redesigned. Moreover, these methods
require ingenuity for their effective and efficient use that will
allow to find non-trivial results. We briefly describe models
of data used in crowdsourcing projects in terms of Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA) [14]. Furthermore, we present the
collaborative platform data analysis system CrowDM (Crowd
Data Mining), its architecture and methods underlying the key
steps of data analysis.

The main part of this work is devoted to the modeling of
a recommender system for crowdsourcing platforms. The way
these platforms work is very different from the principles work
of online-shops or specialized music/films recommender sites
are based on. Crowdsourcing projects consist of several stages
and results of each stage greatly depend on the results of a
previous one. This is the reason why existing recommender
models should be considerably adapted. The authors of this
work have developed new methods for making recommen-
dations based on well-known mathematical approaches. We
propose methods of idea recommendation (for voting), like-
minded persons recommendation (for collaborating) and an-
tagonists recommendation (for contridea generation stage). It
the first time the last recommendation type is proposed and it
is very important for Witology platform because it features a
stage of contridea generation. We have developed and tested
several original methods of antagonists recommendation.

The paper consists of 6 sections. In Section II describes
the platform and Witology project. Section III discusses the
reasons why the company needs recommender systems. Sec-
tion IV introduces basic notions of Formal Concept Analysis,
describes recommender models and algorithms based on those
notions. Evaluation of algorithms on real Witology data is
discussed in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. CROWDSOURCING PLATFORM AND PROJECT
WITOLOGY

One Russian proverb says “Two heads are better than one”
and when dealing with crowdsourcing projects we can count



on several thousands of heads. The term “crowdsourcing”
is a portmanteau of “crowd” and “outsourcing”, coined by
Jeff Howe in 2006 [13]. There is no general definition of
crowdsourcing, however it has a set of specific features.
Crowdsourcing is a process, both online and offline, that
includes task solving by a distributed large group of people
who usually come from different organisations, and are not
necessarily paid for their work.

We shortly describe the methodology of the Witology
crowdsourcing company.

The clients of Witology company are banks (Sberbank),
large firms (Moscow United Energy Company, RosAtom),
Government institutions (Zelenograd prefecture).

The platfrom interface is simple and friendly: there are
sections with the description of a project and tasks of particular
stage, personal account of a user, rating tables etc. The main
interface unit is a “project tree”, a hierarchical structure which
is growing during the project. The root of the tree is the project
theme, below the root the problems are listed; each problem
is connected with the related ideas how to solve the problem
and so on.

There are predefined rules to maintain a project on Witol-
ogy platform. The client sets up the project objectives. The
project participants, crowdsourcers, undergo preliminary sur-
veys, which include specific questions on the domain. Thus,
taking into account requirements of a client and the project
goal, crowdsurcers are not necessary are experts in the domain
and have the experience in crowdsourcing projects. The project
team is formed by a client and Witology.

There are several roles of the project team members: project
manager, facilitator, manager of communities, helpdesk stuff,
methodologist, content analytic, and network analytic.

The main stages of the project were “Solution’s genera-
tion”, “Selection of similar solutions”, “Generation of counter-
solutions”, “Total voting”, “Solution’s improvements”, “So-
lution’s stock”, “Final improvements” and finally “Solution’s
review”.

After “Selection of similar solutions” by participants,
analytical operations including comparison, clustering, and
filtering of the ideas were performed. As a result of this
stage, solutions are selected. The stage “Total voting” resulted
in the selection of less number of solutions. After the stage
“Solution’s stock” again less number of solutions are left. From
about 10-15 remaining solutions after “Solution’s review”
about 3-5 solutions are nominated as the best ones.

The first stage “Solution’s generation” is performed indi-
vidually by each user. A key difference between traditional
brainstorming and the “Solution’s generation” stage is that
nobody can see or listen to the ideas of other participants. The
main similarity is the absence of criticism which was moved
to later stages. In the “Selection of similar solutions” phase
participants are selecting similar ideas (solutions) and their
aggregated opinions are transformed into clusters of similar
ideas.

Counter-solutions generation includes criticism (pros and
cons) and evaluation of the proposed ideas by means of
communication between an author and experts. During this

stage author of the idea can invite other experts to his
team taking into account their contribution to discussion and
criticism. Total voting is performed by evaluation of each
proposed idea by all users in terms of their attitude and quality
levels of the solution (marks are integers between −3 and
3). Two stages, i.e. “Solution’s improvements” and “Final
improvements”, involve active collaboration of experts and
authors who improve their solutions together.

The system calculates 10 ratings for each user based
on their activity; these ratings include “Popularity”,“Social
capital”, “Performance”, “Gamer”, “Actor”, “Judge”, “Com-
menter”, “Importance”, “Influence”, and “Reputation”. For
texts the company uses the following ratings: “Significance”,
“Influence”, “Popularity”, “Quality”, “Attitude” and also “Rep-
utation”.

Solution’s stock is one of the most interesting game stages
of the project when all the participants with positive reputation
rate accumulated at the previous stages receive money in
internal currency “wito” and can take part in stock trade.
The solutions with the highest price become winners. Finally,
during the review of the solutions, experts with high reputation
make their final evaluations based on several criteria in −3 to
3 scale: “Solution efficiency”, “Solution originality”, “Solution
performance”, and “Return on investment”.

III. RECOMMENDER SYSTEM FOR WITOLOGY:
RATIONALE

All the crowdsourcing projects that we analysed were very
well thought out both in terms of stages and semantic content
of the project. It is known that every stage is connected to a
special problem which users should solve.

The completion and quality of this solution influence a lot
of users ratings.

Some of these ratings coincide with the motivation system
for users, others show the leadership and the winners of the
project can be defined with the help of them. The authors of the
work [15] have checked out the Pareto-law wich says that 20%
of the users generate 80% of the content (in terms of Witology
system). The results have shown that the large part of the
registered users are absolutely inactive and do not participate in
generation of the content. Partly it happens because of the time
and effort-consuming stages. At some moment of the project
most of the users understand that their every-day life and work
are more important and stop taking part in the project. This
leads to the situation when the project becomes a club of small
amount of very active people but not the project that should
have benefited from the “synergy effect” and collaborative
work. This is why decreasing laboriousness of some stages
is a good solution. Recommender system may help to achieve
this goal.

A. Idea recommendation

Let us consider the total voting stage. All the users evalu-
ates the ideas of each other (II). Sometimes the total number
of ideas exceeds hundreds. Moreover, each idea should be
evaluated according to two parameters: attitude (shows how
much the user agrees with the idea) and quality (scores the
idea description and validity). While evaluating the first ideas



of the pool, users are really motivated and well-concentrated.
At a later stage they are divided into 3 “groups”: (1) continue
evaluating with high quality; (2) continue doing this but only
just to end the task as quickly as possible, (3) stop evaluating
at all.

This work suggests to allow users evaluating not all the
ideas but only the most interesting for then. Thus, we have
modelled a recommender system that defines the most inter-
esting ideas for a particular user. This algorithm is described
in Section IV-B.

B. User recommendation

In addition to the idea recommendation we can recommend
users to each other. The collaborative work of the “closest”
users leads to more reasonable results than the work of a
bitty crowd. The stage of command work is one of the stages
of active user interaction. At this stage users are grouped in
commands over the ideas in order to describe them better.
As we have mentioned above, there is a big amount of ideas
and users may have problems choosing the most interesting
ones to work at. We assume that the presence of similar users
in one command can help in productive discussion. Thus,
the recommender system can show the other users suitable
for collaborate with or the existing commands where the
closest users are. All this will both help in choosing the most
interesting ideas and make the command work more effective.

One more important stage of the crowdsourcing project is
the stage of idea criticism (contridea generation). As we have
mentioned at 2.1.4 at this stage users should criticize the ideas
of each other in order to make the resulting. However, we may
face the same problem: there are too many ideas, criticizing all
of them is very time and effort-consuming. Sometimes people
choose to criticize some ideas only because they have had
a previous discussion with their authors . This situation can
lead to misunderstandings and non-constructive criticism. We
suggest showing only a subset of all the ideas. To choose the
most interesting ideas we need an algorithm that can identify
so-called antagonists: the furthest users from the target one.
Then we can use this information to suggest to criticize the
ideas of these antagonists. The description of the algorithm is
given in SectionIV-C.

We do not address the problem of cold-start in our algo-
rithms and recommend something only to those users who have
a behavior history. However, we suggest the methodological
solution of the cold-start problem for each case.

C. Evaluation of the recommender system

The recommendation quality is measured with the help of
standard measures: precision and recall. The formulae:

precision = R
N

recall = R
(Total num of relevant items)

Recall for recommendations deserves a further discussion.
In contrast to precision where we have a number of recommen-
dations in the denominator, for recall we have a total number
of relevant items that have almost no sense because the aim
of all the above-mentioned algorithms is to decrease efforts
of project participants. This means that we are planning to

recommend to users doing something (group in commands,
evaluate and criticize ideas) and recommend him/her only
relevant tasks. So the recall will end up being low. Anyway
we will observe the recall dynamics depending on different
parameters of the algorithm, this should allow us to assess the
adequacy of the algorithm.

It is important to say that the interpretation of precision and
recall in not the same as usually in recommender systems:
some data is hidden (test set) and then one compares the
results of the algorithm with real values that were hidden.
Firstly, all our algorithms are trained using one type of data
and recommend another type of data. Secondly, the main
aim of the recommender system in a crowdsourcing project
is to help users and to increase the effectiveness of their
work. Probably, now users group in teams not the best way
and recommendations may correct that. In this case, the low
precision will not necessary mean the bad result 100%. The
detailed results of precision and recall estimation are presented
in Section V.

IV. RECOMMENDER MODEL AND ALGORITHMS

At the initial stage of data analysis of crowdsourcing data
two data types were identified: data without using keywords
(links, evaluations, user actions) and data with keywords (all
user-generated content). For the analysis of the 1st type of
data (without keywords) we suggest to apply Social Net-
work Analysis (SNA) methods, clustering (biclustering and
triclustering [16], [17], [18], spectral clustering), FCA (concept
lattices, implications, association rules) and its extensions
for multimodal data, triadic, for instance [19]; recommender
systems [20], [21], [22], [23] and statistical methods of data
analysis [24] (the analysis of distributions and average values).

A. Formal Concept Analysis and Object-Attribute-biclustering

Methods described in this paper mainly rely on the mul-
timodal clustering block at the analysis scheme in [25]. The
protagonists of crowdsourcing projects (and corresponding col-
laborative platforms) are platform users (project participants)
and we consider them as objects for analysis. More than that,
each object can possess a certain set of attributes. User’s
attributes can be: topics which the user discussed, ideas which
he generated or voted for, or even other users. The main
instrument for analysis of such object-attribute data is FCA
[14]. Let us give a formal definition. A formal context in FCA
is a triple K = (G,M, I), where G is a set of objects, M is
a set of attributes, and the relation I ⊆ G×M shows which
object possesses which attribute. For any A ⊆ G and B ⊆M
one can define Galois operators:

A′ = {m ∈M | gIm for all g ∈ A}, (1)
B′ = {g ∈ G | gIm for all m ∈ B}.

The operator ′′ (applying the operator ′ twice) is a closure
operator: it is idempotent (A′′′′ = A′′), monotonous (A ⊆ B
implies A′′ ⊆ B′′) and extensive (A ⊆ A′′). A set of objects
A ⊆ G such that A′′ = A is called a closed set. The same
properties hold for closed attribute sets, i.e. subsets of the set
M . A couple (A,B) such that A ⊂ G, B ⊂M , A′ = B and



B′ = A, is called a formal concept of a context K. The sets A
and B are closed and are called extent and intent of a formal
concept (A,B) respectively. For a set of objects A, a set of
their common attributes A′ describes a similarity of objects of
the set A, and a closed set A′′ is a cluster of similar objects
(with the set of common attributes A’). The relation “to be
more general concept” is defined as follows: (A,B) ≥ (C,D)
iff A ⊆ C. By B(G,M, I) we denote a set of all concepts
of a formal context K = (G,M, I). The concepts of a formal
context K = (G,M, I) ordered by extensions inclusion form a
lattice, which is called a concept lattice. For its visualization a
line diagram (Hasse diagram) can be used, i.e. the cover graph
of the relation “to be a more general concept”.

In the worst case (Boolean lattice), the number of concepts
is equal to 2{min |G|,|M |}, thus, for large contexts, FCA can be
used only if the data is sparse. Moreover, one can use different
ways of reducing the number of formal concepts (choosing
concepts by stability [26] index or extent size). An alternative
approach is a relaxation of the definition of formal concept as a
maximal rectangle in an object-attribute matrix which elements
belong to the incidence relation. The notion of object-attribute
bicluster (OA-bicluster) [17] is one of such relaxations. If
(g,m) ∈ I , then (m′, g′) is called object-attribute bicluster
with the density ρ(m′, g′) = |I ∩ (m′ × g′)|/(|m′| · |g′|).

g

m

g''

m''

 

g'

 m'

Fig. 1. OA-bicluster.

The main features of OA-biclusters are listed below:

1) For any bicluster (A,B) ⊆ 2G × 2M it is true that 0 ≤
ρ(A,B) ≤ 1.

2) OA-bicluster (m′, g′) is a formal concept iff ρ = 1.
3) If (m′, g′) is a bicluster, then (g′′, g′) ≤ (m′,m′′).

Let (A,B) ⊆ 2G × 2M be a bicluster and ρmin be a non-
negative real number such that 0 ≤ ρmin ≤ 1, then (A,B) is
called dense, if it fits the constraint ρ(A,B) ≥ ρmin. The above
mentioned properties show that OA-biclusters differ from
formal concepts since unit density is not required. Graphically
it means that not all the cells of a bicluster must be filled by
a cross (see fig. 1).

Besides formal lattice construction and visualization by
means of Hasse diagrams one can use implications and associ-
ation rules for detecting attribute dependencies in data. Then,

using the obtained results, it is easy to form recommendations
(for example, offering users the most interesting discussions
for them). Furthermore, structural analysis can be performed
and then used for finding communities. Statistical methods are
helpful for frequency analysis of the different users’ activities.

B. Idea recommendation – before the total voting stage

The task of this stage is to evaluate all the ideas (using
marks in the range of −3 · · · 3) by two parameters: attitude
and quality (IV-A) Attitude shows user’s opinion about the
idea and indicates whether the user agrees with the proposed
idea or not. Whereas the quality evaluation shows whether a
user considers the proposed idea sound and well-grounded.

A problem that arises at this stage is that not all users will
evaluate all the ideas, it often happens so that users start to
evaluate the proposed ideas but drop the task before finishing
all evaluations. There are only a few users that who evaluate
all the ideas till the end.

We suggest a solution that can help to deal with the
problem mentioned above: not to show all the ideas, but only
the top ranked (most interesting) ones. The idea is considered
to be an interesting one for a user if he/she has evaluated other
posts and comments of the ideas author before.

Necessary data for the recommendation consists of matrix
S (user–user) with the absolute values of evaluations sum
before the total voting stage, matrix UI (idea–author): who
is the author of each idea.

I d e a recommendat ion a l g o r i t h m
1 : f o r u0 :
2 : [ s imClose , i n d C l o s e ]= s o r t ( S ( u0 , : ) , de sc )
3 : UNN= topN ( i n d C l o s e ) ; INN= I (UNN)
4 : s o r t INN by s imClose
5 : s t o r e Rec= t o p I ( INN sor t )

As it has been mentioned, the algorithm is trained using
the matrix S which describes the history of users evaluation of
each others posts and comments before the total voting stage. It
is important to mention that unlike the ideas evaluation (total
voting) which is a special stage at a given time, posts and
comments evaluation is possible during the whole time of the
project. The hypothesis is that if the user 1 was interested in
posts and comments of the user 2, he will be interested in his
ideas as well. The rows of matrix S are the users-evaluators,
the columns – the evaluated users (authors) and Sij is the sum
(abs value) of all the evaluations which user i has given to all
the posts and comments of the user j before the stage of total
voting. The absolute value of the evaluation sum is a complex
measure of the users’ interest in each other: we can see the
number of evaluations and their values. The high value of Sij
means that the user i has given many evaluations of one sign to
the user j thus he will be able to evaluate his idea adequately.

Let us look at the suggested algorithm step-by-step. Lines
23 define a neighborhood UNN by topN the most interesting
users for a target user and a set of potentially interesting ideas
INN : the ideas of the users from UNN . After steps 2-3the
ideas from INN are sorted (line 4) according to the interest of
their authors in the target user (from the matrix S). Then the
most interesting ideas are selected (line 5).



If the target user has not evaluated (or has not evaluated
many) comments and posts of the others, the system may offer
him/her to evaluate the ideas that have not yet been evaluated
at all or were evaluated by just small amount of users.

C. Antagonists recommendation for the idea criticism – before
contr-idea generation stage

The task of this stage is to criticize the ideas according
to two parameters: what the idea is lacking and how it can
be improved. A problem that we can encounter: the user may
decide to criticize only the ideas of their rivals and this can
lead to project conflicts. The way we suggest to address this
problem: not to show all the ideas for criticism but only the
ideas of the authors with the most opposing views (so-called
antagonists). The user 1 is considered to be the antagonist for
the user 2 if at the total voting stage they evaluated the ideas
of others absolutely reverse. The input data for this stage will
be a matrix E (user–idea) of the total voting evaluations.

1) Biclustering-based antagonists recommendation: The
algorithm consists of two stages: data pre-processing (in order
to find OA-biclusters) and antagonists recommendation itself.
Lines 1–5 describe the first stage. As far as the algorithm
receive a binary matrix from matrix E indicating whether user
evaluated idea or not, it can find all the OA-biclusters (B
is the set of them all). After that for any bicluster we can
count so called “bicluster mass”: its density multiplied by its
size. According to the density definition (IV-A), a bicluster
mass is just a number of non-empty cells. Then we should
take top-m biclusters sorted by their mass for the future steps.
The bicluster mass is a good measure in this case to sort by
because it can find biclusters both with big density and/or big
size. After the top-m massive biclusters are defined, the second
stage of algorithm starts. Similarly to [27] the algorithm finds
k nearest biclusters (lines 6–9) to the target user. The similarity
between bicluster and a user is counted by the formula:

sim(u, b) =
|Iu ∩ Ib|
|Ib|

, where

Ib is a set of bicluster items and Iu is a set of users.

After calculation of k nearest biclusters (Bk) the next step,
antagonists finding, starts (lines 10–18). Inside each bicluster
b from Bk we count the distance between each user of the
bicluster and a target user. This time we do it not with the
binary matrix but with the given matrix E. The distance is
counted using the Pearson correlation just by the ideas in
bicluster b. Then we multiply this distance by the similarity
of a target user and a bicluster b and get a matrix R (users-
biclusters). An element R(ui, b) means the rating of users ui
for the target user in bicluster b. Finally, taking the mean value
of this ratings by all the biclusters, we got the furthest users
(by distance) from the target user and can take top−n of them
to recommend.

Besides the Pearson correlation we can use Hamming
distance: d =

∑
i [xi 6= yi].

In this case we give 1 for evaluations of one sign and 0 for
evaluations of opposite signs. The evaluation “0” will always
have different value depending on the compared evaluation (in
order to be the opposite sign).

B i c l u s t e r i n g −based a n t a g o n i s t s
recommendat ion a l g o r i t h m :
1 : B=oa−B i c l u s t e r ( E bin )
2 : f o r each b i n B
3 : c o u n t mass ( b )= dens ( b )∗ s i z e ( b )
4 : end
5 : s t o r e top−m b by m i n BM
6 : f o r each b i n BM
7 : s t o r e sim ( b , u0 )
8 : end
9 : s t o r e top−k b by sim i n BK
1 0 : f o r each b i n BK
1 1 : f o r each u i n b ( e x c e p t u0 )
1 2 : s t o r e R( ui , b )= d i s t ( u0 , u i ) b∗

∗ sim ( u0 , b )
1 3 : end
1 4 : end
1 5 : f o r each u i
1 6 : s t o r e f i nR ( u i )= mean (R( ui , : ) )
1 7 : end
1 8 : s t o r e top−n u i by f inR

2) Correlation-based antagonists recommendation: A sim-
pler way of antagonists’ recommendation is based on simple
Pearson correlation (without biclusters). We just take the top-n
users with the smallest correlation and recommend them. In
this case we count the correlation by all the ideas (not only
those which are in bicluster).

3) Hamming distance-based antagonists recommendation:
One more way which we have tested is the simple Hamming
distance (without biclusters data preprocessing). We should
just count the Hamming distance the same way as we have
described above for target user with all of other users and take
top− n users with the biggest distance as antagonists.

If at the total voting stage the target user has not evaluated
(or evaluated too few) ideas of others, the algorithms may rec-
ommend him/her to criticize the ideas have not been evaluated
till that moment.

D. Like-minded people recommendation for teams joining

The of the stage is to group in teams over the ideas to have
an active discussion.

There is a problem: Usually users group in teams because
of the interest to a particular idea and do not care about
effectiveness of work with others who are in the command.

Problem solution: to show the target user the list of the
closest users to group in teams with. The collaboration of
likeminded people in terms of teams will do command stage
more effective. The user 1 is considered to be the like-minded
for the user 2 if at the total voting stage they evaluated the ideas
of others the same way. Necessary data: matrix E (useridea)
of total voting evaluations.

The algorithm to find like-minded people is absolutely
the same as the antagonists recommendation but instead of
counting users distance we count users similarity (the biggest
Pearson correlation instead of the smallest). Even though we
describe the methodology of like-minded persons recommen-
dation in this work, we provide only results for the two
aforementioned methods.



V. DATA AND EXPERIMENTS

For experiments we have used data of crowdsourcing
project “Sberbank: No.Queues!” managed by Witology. The
project took place period was from 03.09.2012 to 23.10.2012.
The main topic was the problem of big queues at Sberbank
offices. During the project crowdsourcers discussed the reasons
why queues are appearing and the ways to get rid of them. The
number of registered users was 5946 (25 of them are Witology
staff). The experiment have shown that there were only about
200 more or less active users. They have generated 880 queues
reasons and 1137 ideas how to solve this problem. The number
of user posts (including comments) and evaluation pairs (atti-
tude, quality) amounted to 20326 and 130000 respectively.

There were following stages at the project:

1) Problem determination;
2) Total voting for problems;
3) Idea generation;
4) Selection of similar ideas;
5) Idea verification;
6) Team work at ideas;
7) Contr-idea generation;
8) Total voting for ideas;
9) Command work at top-50 ideas;

10) Top-50 ideas review.

The recommendation algorithms were performed using
Matlab. An additional supporting program, that finds oa-
biclusters was written in Python. As a result of data pre-
processing we have found 19,405 biclusters (without density
threshold). After that we have used 20 largest biclusters
(m = 20).

A. Idea recommendation

For the idea recommendation algorithm we have used a
matrix of the user-user type (rows are for the evaluators and
columns are for the evaluated users), where each cell shows
absolute value of all the evaluations of the respective evaluator-
evaluated user pair before the idea voting stage. Generally there
were 117 evaluators and 139 evaluated users. The assumption
is that if the user 1 was interested in some posts and comments
of user 2 before the total voting stage for ideas, his ideas will
be interesting for the user 1 as well (at the total voting stage).
In order to evaluate the algorithm weve used the matrix user-
idea which reflects the real situation of idea evaluation (from
the total voting stage for ideas). We have looked at classic
measures: precision and recall. Two parameters were being
changed: topN – the number of the closest neighbors and
topI – the number of recommended ideas.

We will variate these parameters one by one and fix others.

1) The precision and recall dependence of neighborhood
size: The number of recommendations is fixed: topI = 20

So, the recall is really not high as we have expected. The
precision stops growing at about 0.65 value. There are two
possible explanations. Firstly, our hypothesis may be wrong
and users evaluate ideas regardless their previous evaluations.
Secondly, the total voting stage is really very hardworking and
time consuming. Moreover, this stage is obligatory and each
user should evaluate all the ideas. Often users do it not very

Fig. 2. The precision (a) and recall (b) dependence of neighborhood size

Fig. 3. The distribution of evaluations number at total voting stage.

thoroughly because of a big work load. Let us look at the
distribution of evaluations numbers in Fig. 3(at total voting
stage):

In fact, a great number of users either evaluates almost all
the ideas (172 in our case) or just less than 10 ideas. The
moment when the precision and recall stops changing (about
20 users in neighborhood) may mean that the algorithm reach



Fig. 4. The precision (a) and recall (b) dependence of number of recommen-
dations.

the necessary number of user neighborhood to give relevant
recommendations.

2) The precision and recall dependence on recommen-
dations number: The number of recommendations is fixed:
topN = 20

Firstly, let us point out a high level of precision. It
decreases while the recommendation number grows. It is
explained quite well: the more ideas we recommend the less
is the part of guessed correctly and the more is the probability
to make correct recommendations for particular user (recall
increasing). As it was foreseen, the recall is quite low. But the
tendency of its growth let us assume that the algorithm works
correctly.

B. Antagonists recommendation for the idea criticism

For antagonists recommendation a matrix of idea evalua-
tions at total voting stage was used (user-idea). In order to
evaluate recommendations quality we have generated a binary
matrix user-user where 1 means that user 1 has participated in
users 2 idea criticism, 0 – otherwise. Finally we got a matrix
62 × 73 because some users havent participated at this stage

Fig. 5. Precision and recall dependence of the closest biclusters number

Fig. 6. Precision and recall dependence on the minimal required number of
evaluations

at all. Quality measures are the same: precision and recall.
Algorithm parameters are the following:

• minE – the minimum required number of evaluated ideas
for giving recommendation to a person

• topk – the number of the closest biclusters in the target
users neighborhood

• topN – the number of recommended items.

The average number of ideas that user criticized is 20 that
is why when topN is fixed it equals to 20.

1) Precision and recall dependence of the closest biclusters
number: Fixed algorithm parameters minE = 5 and topN =
20 give us the following results Fig. 5.

The precision is quite good. The decreasing tendency is
observed: that may happen because of some noise presence in
biclusters neighborhood. We do not show the results of like-
minded people recommendations in this paper, but we should
note that precision here is much bigger. For new methodology
of recommendations (antagonist), it is a very good indicator.

2) Precision and recall dependence on minimal required
number of evaluations: Fixed algorithm parameters: pk = 5,
topN = 20

The same result is for like-minded people recommenda-
tions: this parameter is not meaningful. Precision and recall
dependence of recommendations number

Fixed algorithm parameters: topk = 5, minE = 5



Precision and recall dependence of recommendations number

The precision is almost the same but recall increases quite
logically.

3) Comparison with other distance measures: The most
interesting dynamic result is observed depending on the rec-
ommendations number. Changing this parameter, we will com-
pare the quality of this antagonists recommendation algorithm
(based in biclusters) with others: based on only Pearson
correlation (CosineBased) and based on only Hamming dis-
tance (SimpleHamming). Moreover, the similarity (distance) in
biclusters-based algorithm is calculated using two ways: with
a help of Pearson correlation (Bicluster, as it was described
before) and with a help of Hamming distance (BiclusterHam-
ming).

Figures 7 show that when the recommendations number is
low the best result has BiclusterHamming and when the recom-
mendations number is high two algorithm are good: Bicluster
and SimpleHamming. The initial aim was to shorten user
effort and time, so we are interested in low recommendations
number. In this case BiclusterHamming is the real winner: the
precision is almost 0.5. Now let us compare algorithms quality
and their work time.

Despite the high precision, BiclusterHamming has the
worst time results. However, when the recommendations num-
ber is low (our case) it may be not so critical. Let us also point
out that in comparison with information retrieval algorithms
where CosineBased is one of the best, here it is both slower
and worse in terms of quality than SimpleHamming.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work describes the mathematical model for crowd-
sourcing projects and the Recommendation system, both based
on Formal Concept Analysis and oa-biclustering. The rec-
ommendations of ideas and users-antagonists were modelled.
The last type of recommendations is a methodologically novel
one. As for antagonists recommendations, we have tested
several algorithms: with data pre-processing (oa-biclustering)
and without. The results show that using biclusters improves
recommender system quality. More than that, two ways of
antagonists determination were tested: using negative Pearson

Fig. 7. Different antagonists recommendation algorithm precision (a) and
recall (b)

Fig. 8. Antagonists recommendations algorithms duration

correlation and big Hamming distance. When the recommen-
dations number is low the best is BiclusterHamming (based
on biclustering and using Hamming distance for antagonists
determination). As for the idea recommendations, the precision
of this algorithm is much higher than the same one used for
antagonists recommendations. The algorithm’s originality is
that users’ similarity is calculated not based on recommended
ideas but other types of objects (posts and comments). Exper-
iments and observations at a real crowdsourcing projects let
us conclude that recommender system implementation should
be started from idea recommendation at a total voting stage.
Firstly, the precision is higher, secondly this stage is very
time consuming and sometimes boring, therefore decreasing
a number of ideas for evaluation should make crowdsourcing
projects more attractive for participants. A cold start problem
is not solved in this work – in case of previous users inactivity
he/she gets no recommendations. A solution for a cold start
problem will be addressed in the future work, we describe one
possible solution in this work methodologically.
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